
Materials You Will 

Need: 

Make a Pretty Basket 

 

 

 

This workshop has been inspired by an idea on the 

Spellbinders site. The project shows you how to make 

a quick basket using the Grand Spellbinder dies along 

with the Fleur Di Lis accent die for the handle. 

Place a piece of the 220gsm white card on the non 

stick mat and spritz it with the golden mint Cosmic 

Shimmer mist. If using 2 colours it`s best to dry each 

layer with a heat gun before adding a different 

colour, this way the colours won`t mix. 

Spritz the mallow blush mist lightly over the card 

to add warm to the piece & again dry with a heat 

gun. Repeat this process on the reverse of the 

card as it will be seen on the inside of the basket. 

  

Place the largest labels 4 die & the 

Fleur Di Lis accents die onto the card 

and secure into place with low tac 

tape.  Cut & emboss through the 

Grand Calibur machine as per 

instructions for the machine. 

This white blank box has been created to 

give you an idea of the finished shape. 

The 2 white triangular shapes can be 

used as a template when cutting the 

card later.   
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The original idea was made using the 

scalloped oval die but the grand labels 4 

die has been used for this project. Here is 

a close up of the border die handle. 



  

Place the butterfly stamp onto an acrylic block & dab 

the fired brick & peeled paint distress stain onto the 

stamp. Try stamping once with the full ink and then 

again for a faded look before re inking as this will give 

you a nice look. 

 

Repeat at random over the whole piece & 

allow to dry once finished. 

 

 

Use the curve in the labels 4 shape as a guide to cut a `v` 

into the card, make sure all 4 pieces are the same size. 

Apply a small amount of the wonder tape to the top of 

the `v`or use wet glue for a stronger result. Attach pegs 

to hold the piece flat until the glue sets. 

 
 

Repeat on both sides bringing the 

edges in on the inside. This adds to 

the shape of the piece. Alternatively 

use the scalloped oval die for a 

different look. 

Repeat of the other end of the 

basket to complete the bowl effect. 

Using the Cosmic Shimmer gives a 

wonderful shine to the basket. 

 

Repeat on the other corners & use the first cut piece as 

a template to ensure the shapes are all equal. 

 

Each corner will be pulled across slightly to bring 

the sides of the piece into the basket shape. 
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Cut 2 Fleur Di Lis strips to make the handle. 

Here 2 different shades have been used to 

tone with the project. Apply double sided 

tape to 1 of the borders & fold the tape back 

to make a tab. 

Place the other border over the tape and 

pull the tab away once the piece is 

correctly in place. 
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Pierce a hole through the handle and 

the side of the basket. 

Place a pearl brad through the hole so 

the pearl side is on the inside of the 

basket. Cut the ends of the brads so 

they are shorter and easier to hide. 

Stick a Glass Glintz over a piece of 

the spritzed card and cut around the 

circle.  

  

Apply the glass piece to the outside of 

the basket so it covers up the end of 

the brad. Alternatively use some 

small buttons or flower 

embellishments to hide the brad.  



 

Stamp 2 butterflies onto a pink shimmer card using 

black archival ink pad. Once dry cut the butterflies 

out & then cut into the wings to allow the top 

section of the butterfly to be raised up more. This 

will give added dimension to them. 

  

 

Add the butterflies to the top handle 

to finish the piece using cosmic 

shimmer glue. 

 

Here is the completed project 

ready to add your gift. 

 

Colour the dots of the butterfly using 

the blush drawing ink. 

 

 

For an even quicker basket why not use ready printed paper. The Tim 

Holtz vintage shabby paper stack is ideal as it`s double sided& here just 

a small amount of brushed corduroy ink has been used to distress the 

edges. 
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